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Rust Stain Remover
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Exterior use

Health, Safety & Environmental

Organic formula that breaks down and removes surface
rust stains.

Warning
Harmful if swallowed. May cause allergic skin reaction.
Keep out of reach of children. Avoid breathing
mist/vapours/spray. Wash hands thoroughly after
handling. Do not eat, drink or smoke when using t
his product. Wear protective gloves/protective
clothing/eye protection/face protection.
IF SWALLOWED: Rinse mouth. Call a POISON CENTRE
or doctor if you feel unwell. IF ON SKIN: Wash with
plenty of water/soap. IF SKIN IRRITATION OR RASH
OCCURS: Get medical advice/attention.
Wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Dispose of
contents /container in accordance with
local/regional/national/International regulations.

Non-acidic formulation particularly suited for delicate
applications such as polished marble. Acts directly onto
the surface to be treated, removing stains in just 15
minutes.
Ideal for removing rust stains from all types of polished
and unpolished natural stone including marble, granite,
travertine, light coloured sandstone, concrete, limestone
and porcelain paving.
Directions for use
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE
Always test/practice on an inconspicuous area before
proceeding to ensure that the ﬁnished result is
satisfactory.
Preparation: Ensure surface to be treated is completely
free from dust and dirt before application. If necessary,
ﬁrst wash area with Pavestone Patio Cleaner diluted
1:10 with water.
Application: Do not dilute. Completely cover the rust
stain with the product. Leave to act for 15 minutes. The
product colour will change to a deep purple as it reacts
with the rust. Once the indicated time has elapsed
remove the residue and rinse the surface thoroughly with
plenty of water and leave to dry. Repeat application until
the stain is completely removed. Do not use when
surface temperatures are under 5°C or over 25°C.

WARNING

Storage information
KEEP UPRIGHT in a cool, dry, frost free environment.
Shelf life: to 2 years for unopened containers.
Once opened use within 6 months of purchase for
optimum results.
Empty containers are recyclable. Active ingredients are
water soluble and inert once cured so therefore not
harmful to the environment and ecologically sound.
Coverage Per Litre
Approximately 5m²

This information is offered without guarantee. The material should be used so as
to take account of the local conditions and the surfaces to be treated. In case of
doubt, the product should be tried out in an inconspicuous area.
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